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closed in the correct position. When this type of
introducer is used the tip should reach almost to the
end of the endotracheal tube but never protrude
beyond it. If  the introducer is longer than the tube
being used, bend the stem of the introducer to prevent
it from going down too far.

An improved version of the introducer can be made
which will fit most tubes. A tapered brass cylindrical
block about 2.5 cm long is drilled so that the wire can
slide through the middle. A thread is tapped for a
small thumb screw at a right angle to the direction of
the wire. When tightened the small thumb screw
holds the block in position and makes the introducer
adjustable to fit all lengths of endotracheal tubes.
The block is tapered to make a good fit inside the
endotracheal tube.

Cut a piece of the wire 5 centimeters longer than your
longest endotracheal tube and bend one end of the
wire into a loop big enough to pass your finger
through. Using a piece of sandpaper round off the
other end of the wire to make it smooth.

Although the introducer may be used in this basic
form it is preferable if the tip is rounded off  by putting
on a silver atraumatic tip. This is done by holding the
introducer with the loop facing upwards in a vice.
Put some solder flux paste on the tip and heat it with
a hot flame (for example a propane torch) until the
flux turns to a clear colour. Apply the silver solder
(use the type that jewelers use) to the tip of the wire
so that it melts on to it. Allow it to form a tear drop
shape then stop heating. Allow it to cool and then
clean off the crusted flux and polish the silver tip until
it is smooth. It is also advisable to solder the loop

CORRESPONDENCE

What do you do when the laryngoscope bulb fails
during intubation?

I enjoyed the excellent article on maintaining a
laryngoscope written by Mike Yeats in Update in
Anaesthesia No 4.  One problem I have come across
is failure of the laryngoscope during the intubation
sequence.  I suggest the easiest solution is to either
perform a blind nasal intubation (if you have the
necessary skills) or use the operating light shining
in the mouth whilst exposing the larynx with the
blade of the laryngoscope.  This is usually success-
ful and may be quicker than trying to fix the bulb.
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Editors’ note:
This is useful advice but remember that if intubation
is delayed care must be taken to ensure that the patient
does not become hypoxic by using facemask venti-
lation.  Often a quick check that the bulb is screwed
in tightly and then reopening the blade to improve
contact may be enough to remedy the situation.
Always test the laryngoscope prior to inducing
anaesthesia and, if possible,  have a spare one at
hand.
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